The Inconel SWIRL blade is protected with Inconel metallic reinforcement. For engines with high power, its structure can be reinforced (SWIRL-R). Propeller is available in Two-Blade and Three-Blade.

A high user comfort

Many cruise extension

A high user comfort

Propeller is available in Two-Blade and Three-Blade.

The FC WINDSPOON propeller, with its revolutionary shape called WINDSPOON, offers unrivalled performance. Its technical innovations have several consequences:

- Better performance.
- Lower fuel consumption
- Less Noise

The very special profile of the FC WINDSPOON blade has been calculated to optimize the airflow over the whole surface of the WINDSPOON. The offset of the twisting results in better reduction of friction and a longer life.

The FC WINDSPOON propellers are produced in accordance with the strictest standards of the industry, with unique equipment specially made to ensure the highest quality. Propeller is available in Two-Blade and Three-Blade.

For engines with high power, its structure can be reinforced (FC-R WINDSPOON).

The Inconel FC WINDSPOON blade is protected with Inconel metallic reinforcement. It increases the life of the propeller and also its performance due to a change in its inertial behavior. Available Diameter: 068"